
INSCRIPTIONS FROM ATHENS 
(PLATE LXVIII) 

J[ N 1939-1940 the administration of the city of Athens conducted excavations, under 
the direction of the author, in connection with the embellishment of the area to 

the south of the Olympieum. During these excavations the following inscribed sherds 
and stones (Nos. 1-14), along with other important finds,1 came to light. 

A. FROM THE OLYMPIEUM. 

1. A glazed saucer with a horizonltal sus- 
pension hole on the base. It is made up of four 
fragments. Diameter 0.10. On the wide band 
which covers its rim it bears the inscription 

'A7r I[o] AXWvo [s] 

written in black and dating from the first half 
of the IVth century.2 

The importance of the sherd lies in the fact 
that it was found in the lower strata and near 
the foundation of a large building; thus it helps 
to indicate a more accurate location for the 
sanctuary of the Pythian Apollo. Some years 
ago on an altar near the same place was found 
the epigram mentioned by Thucydides (VI, 54, 
7) dedicated to Apollo E'v llvl'ov from leltaL- 

T [pacro htmrdo h]vtos, (I.G., I2, 761). 

2. A small fragment from the base of a black- 
glazed vase. Height 0.025, width 0.04. On the 
outer face and on the buff clay we can see the 
letters TTV, dating from the middle of the IVth 
century B.C. 

3. Similar to the above fragment. Height 0.04. 
On the outer surface can be read the letters 
TrV -- -, dating from the same years as inscrip- 
tion No. 2. It seems that in both cases we have 
the initial letters of the adjective of Apollo. 

4. Fragment of a large vase, perhaps a krater, 
discovered in the foundations of the gate-shaped 
structure to the northeast of the rocky mount. 
Its outer surface now is colorless; on its inner 
face black glaze is still preserved. Height 0.07, 
width 0.11, thickness 0.011. 

The inscription to be found on the outer sur- 
face reads: 

Plate LXVIII 
L-T 

o Kv4CKEVos 

The first two letters at the beginning apparently 
were carved by the inscriber in his effort to 
begin his inscription at that point. The ZXOe of 
the fourth line recalls similar verbs to be found 
in S.E.G., IX, 2, nos. 752, 757, 761, 746 (-A0E, 
a7rixOE) and 744, 748, 750 (YKr). 

The inscription dates from the end of the 
VIth century B.C. and it is hard to state whether 
it has any relation to the sanctuary. 

In the same area were found the sherds on 
which inscriptions 5-9 are inscribed, and evi- 
dently these inscriptions contained the names 
of those who had dedicated them to the 
sanctuary. 

5. Round base of a vase (?). Diameter 0.07. 
On the buff clay the inscription 

Plate LXVIII 
Aa4ve 

can be read painted in black color and dating, 
as the previous one, from the end of the VIth 
century B.C. 

The name Aa'vY is not to be found on Attic 
inscriptions, but only that of Aa,tua (I.G., II2, 

7441, 11941; cf. also Athenaeus, 128b, 614F. 
Hesychios, s.v. Aacuta] and Aauqd&ov (I.G., II2, 

83956,59,71, 11942, 11943, and 5121?). But 

1 Archaeol. Anz., 1940, 167 if.; B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 294; LXIV-LXV, 1940-41, pp. 237 if. 
2B.C.H., LXIV-LXV, 1940-41, p. 238. 
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we read in Hesychios that a species of fish was 
called Xaiula, and this is also mentioned by Aris- 
totle, 'Jorop. Z4l}, 540 b, 18 and by Pliny, Hist. 
lNatur., IX, 78. In Oppian, 'AXtfV1-tKa, I, 370, 
V, 36, we find that the same kind of fish was 
also called Xac4vrq. It is therefore possible to 
assume that as Xa'/v-q was a parallel type of 
AaXuct, so Aac4vq was a parallel type for Aa4wa, 
or even an older type, a thing that is easily 
adduced from the early date of our inscription 
and the epoch in which Oppian's work is placed. 

6. Base of a black-glazed vase. Height 0.09, 
diameter 0.08. In the interior it bears a decora- 
tion of incised designs in the midst of which 
can be read the inscription Mvs3, dating from the 
IV/III century B.C. 

7. Round base of a vase. Diameter 0.085. On 
this can be read the inscription: 

T'qEu axov. 

8. Fragment of a basin made up of two pieces. 
Height 0.13; width 0.20. On its outer surface 
we read: NtKat'a (Plate LXVIII). 

9. The lower part of a black-glazed vase. Di- 
ameter of base 0.055. In the interior we read 
the inscription: 

'EA7rtSos 

'IWvtaa. 

The last three inscriptions are dated from 
the II/III century A.D. and are very instructive 
for the survival of the sanctuary. 

10. On other vases, fragments of which have 
been found, letters had been inscribed which 
undoubtedly stood for the numbers of the in- 
ventory of the sanctuary, such as M. 

11. In the same district were also found some 
funerary inscriptions which, with the exception 
of two discoveted at a later date, were included 
in I.G., II2. The first of these two inscriptions 
is the right section of a stele and measures 0.15 
in height, 0.17 in width, and 0.07 in thickness. 
The inscription reads: 

['Hp aKX] ECWmT. 

and dates from the IV/III century B.C. 

12. The second inscription is on a funereal 
columella of bluish marble. Height 0.29. It 
reads: 

--- VOSKr 

[MLX] vcrta. 

and dates from the II/I century B.C. 

It is worth noting that these two funereal 
stones, as well as those published in I.G., II2, 
8071a, 8301a, which were found at the same 
place, were erected over graves of foreigners 
from Asia Minor. This should not be con- 
sidered accidental but should be construed as 
indicating the existence of a settlement of metics 
in that part of the city. This indication is 
further strengthened by the fact that the in- 
scriptions belong to different periods. 

In the same area the following two inscrip- 
tions were also found. 

13. Fragment of a stele of white marble. 
Height 0.07, width 0.11, thickness 0.04. On 
this fragment are preserved the right end of 
nine lines of an inscription dating from the 
IVth century B.C. (perhaps from the third 
quarter of that century). 

Plate LXVIII 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Q 

?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~XLTKI)VLOV 3 [&1tw'pytvov 3. 03o7r1vX -? oxoLI3os] o[v 1] o EXe& 

[E7rt Tlrzc TpaX 7'ko ?-------------- Ev] KoXtvy 
5 [nomen patris aVE'OVKEV ? - - -] 1orTpd-0ro vyarTyp 

[IverYKEv?] xLTGva auiopytvov 
7 _--------------- tlaTCOV yvvacKEtOV 

9 ???---------- crTEa?V ?V ? ??? y ExM. 
g 

______---------------- 
y.V 
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Lines 2/3: [XtT'] vtov [)aopytvov]. See also 
I.G., II2, 1514, lines 51, 63/4, 65; 1516, lines 
28, 38, 39, 40; 1517, Col. I, lines 120/1; 1518, 
lines 65, 66, 69/70, 80/81; 1525, line 9; 1529, 
line 18 (Artemis Brauronia). 

Line 3: [oxOotlos3] I filled in in accordance 
with I.G., JI2, 1424, line 13; 1425, lines 309/10; 
1426, line 5; 1428, Col. III, lines 142/3; 1429, 
line 44; 1456, line 21 (on inscriptions of the 
tamiae of Athena). 

Line 4: [Ev'] Ko0tvyq. The votive offerings 
referred to in I.G., II2, 1514, lines 9, 15; 1515, 
lines 3/4; 1529, line 20 (Art. Brauronia) ; 1534, 
lines 213, 228 (Asklepios); 1424, line 2, and 
1425, line 296 (Athena), seem to have been 
made by the same person. On the Attic in- 
scriptions we find people with the same name 
with one of whom she could be identified, as 
in I.G., II2, 6569, 7261, 7456, 7614, 7680,11419- 
11424, and also on an unpublished inscription 
from Brauron, on which we read: E'KOX[P77 
'Eppto8&pov Mapawvotov. 

Line 5: Aq,pOxTpacTo OvyaTqp. Perhaps she is 
the daughter of archon Demostratos, 393/92, 
mentioned in I.G., II2, 1425, line 291. On the 
same inscription we also have the name: Ev- 
IcoXi'v?7. 

Line 6: XLTWVa aJo'pytvov. See also I.G., 112, 
1514, lines 10, 22; 1515, lines 4/5, 14; 1523, 
lines 20/21; 1524B, lines 211, 216; 1528, lines 
18/19, 21; 1529, lines 7/8 (Art. Brauronia). 

Line 8: [rE0aqvrq ( s. '7rXacarpa a') q)v q 0] Eos 

ExE). Cf. I.G., JJ2, 1425, line 308; 1456, line 
20 (Athena). 

It is apparent that our inscription is a list 
of votive offerings to a Goddess submitted by 
the retiring tamiae to the new ones. But it is 
difficult to establish whether the list refers to 
the Patron Goddess of the city or to the 
Brauronian, because we have such lists for 
both deities. [oxOotfl3os] and [ 01 E ('XEt of 
the third and eighth lines are in favor of the 
Patron Goddess (if our restorations are cor- 
rect), while the [xLTjvwtov, XtrTvLa J,jopytvov, 

ipaTtov yVvvatKELov are in favor of the Brauronian. 
On the other hand Eukoline dedicated offerings 
to both. 

14. A square piece of lead; length 0.054, 
height 0.018, weight 661 grammes. Its short 
sides are perpendicular, while its rear side is 
slightly concave. The front side is crowned by 
a cyma that projects slightly and is decorated 
by a dolphin in relief somewhat diagonally 
placed. On either side of the dolphin we read 
the letters MNA carved in a style in use during 
the III century B.C. It is certain that the lead 
article is a measure of weight. 

B. INSCRIPTIONS OF THE 
EPIGRAPHICAL MUSEUM. 

1.5. A marble slab with upper and lower ends 
missing. Height 0.12, width, 0.35, thickness 
0.05. On it we read the inscription: 

[n:l ataEVlEVS 

dating from the I century B.C. to the I century 
A.D. 

It was found in a pile of stones in the inner 
court of the National Museum. 

16. To I.G., II2, 304+ 604. 
The two fragments of marble, on which are 

to be found the inscriptions referred to above 
and which have been published separately, 
belong together and have been put together. 
As a result we now have the initial letters of 
the name and of the name of the father of the 
one of the two honored doctors (?) and we 
also gain one and the same date for both f rag- 
ments of the inscription. On the second f rag- 
ment and in line 3, the ethnic could be com- 
pletedinthe accusative andperhaps as'AX[atov]. 

17. To I.G., II2, 4472 + 4495. 
The two fragments of a column (E.M. 9538 

+ 9951), on which are found the above two 
inscriptions, can be put together as indicated 
on Plate LXVIII. As they have been restored 
they measure 0.32 in height and 0.39 in diame- 
ter. Thus the inscription in its entirety is 
established and reads: 
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'A [(oK] X'qrnt K [at 'YytEtat] 

cI'tAr,w [JTLov Kal 

3 TMWV [Kat MEV---] 

[d]vYE90Kav E7r[t nomen] 
5 vos TOV Avcl [--1 

8ta\ 8t'OV [11EPEWS] 

Hence the date of both fragments is established 
as one and the same; it is well known that 
Kirchner dated the first fragment in the first 
century B.C. and the second in the I/II century 
A.D. It also becomes evident even from our 
photograph that no letters are missing from the 
beginning of the fifth and sixth lines as was 
stated by the first publisher of the inscriptions. 
In the lacuna of the fourth line we must not 
restore [dpXovro3], but only the first part of a 
name. Also in the lacuna of the fifth line- 
a space sufficient for 5-6 letters-the first let- 
ters of the word tEpEV` do not fit, as was sug- 
gested by Kirchner. Our inscription will also 
help to complete inscription No. 4471, inscribed 
by the same hand on a column similar to ours 
and on the left end of which is preserved the 
first three lines in every respect similar to those 
of our inscription. 

18. To I.G., II2, 5659 + 9941. 
The pieces of marble (E.M. 11130 + 11326) 

on which the above inscriptions are cut belong 
together. As they have now been put together 
they measure 0.61 in height, and 0.36 in width. 

Instead of: 

[,O]S |0 [ t[,V] |[3A]fvrls 

--tws 'E7r[--| [IXtk] qatoS ... AQ-- 

the inscription in its entirety reads: 

a) [Z ?] rn4os 'ET7--- 
[Msa] (ruog. 

b ) [ Ap7-] e [K]aa() [pos] 

A7711] -qTptO IV] 

['Ava]pvrrT [lO] . 

The inscription of Artemidoros, on whose be- 
half the column was made, is the older, and 
two or three centuries later the other inscrip- 
tion was cut. 

3I.G., II, 4215. 

19. To I.G., II2, 12268 + 12376. 
The pieces of marble (E.M. 10515 + 11445) 

on which these two inscriptions were cut were 
separately published; but they form part of the 
same round altar and have been put together. 

20 (Plate LXVIII). It seems that the inscribed 
fragments of a column now in the Epigraphical 
Museum, nos. 1410 + 1772, have not as yet 
been published. As they have been put together 
they measure 0.30 in height and 0.43 in diame- 
ter. The inscription reads: 

--- KANINI --- 
--KOV a [7r]Ev0XEpo [s] 

Tpv'[f] wv 

and dates from the I century B.C. to the I 
century A.D. 

21. The upper part of a columella of Pentelic 
marble. It was found near the Roman market- 
place and in the remains of a house that was 
being torn down at the crossing of Pelopidas 
and Pan streets. Height 0.275, diameter 0.025. 
On the upper part it bears a ring below which 
we read: 

[K]XEO=01o 
'AXEeapXov 

'AXapvEv". 

It dates from the II/I century B.C. 

22. With the above was also found a f rag- 
ment of a stele of white marble. Only the left 
part is preserved. Height 0.105, width 0.16 
thickness .028. On it we read the inscription 

'E7ravop0w[r', - - -] 

v7raTov T---- 

The last preserved tau apparently is the firs.s 
letter of the consul's name. With such a letter 
begins the name v7rarov E7ravoppOwoTv known to ut 
from an Athenian inscription,3 which was dis- 
covered not far from the place in which our 
inscription was found. Ours must be associated 
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with that inscription and accordingly it could 
be completed about as follows: 

[TOV Xaprn-p6rTaTov wpEur3Evr v icat avTv ?] 
[crpJT'qTyov Tv Ycftaarwv, XOytuTT?V Kat ?] 

fvravopo4-Tv Ti4v rv EcEv6Epwv 7r-o'Xcwv ?] 
v7racTv TO1[I. KX. KaAAtX7r7rtavov 'IJaTLKov ?] 

[TOV CVEp77V ? -?--? 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Our inscription could be placed at the end of 
the second or the beginning of the third cen- 
tury A.D.4 

This inscription is of interest because it illus- 
trates the relations of a high official of the 
Roman state and of the Athenians of his times 
who honored him publicly twice, apparently, in 
return for his benefactions to the city. 

MARKELLOS TH. MITSOS 

4Groag, Pr. Imp. Rom., JJ2, no. 821 and Roem. Reichsb., I, p. 133. 
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